
 
 

Portraits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is somewhat redundant. I have written variations on most of what will be read or 

shown here. This is a bit of a recapitulation of various things, though some of it has 

never been said before and is new. You can skip it, or not skip it, as strikes your fancy. 



What is a Portrait? The word is defined in the Oxford Dictionary as coming from old 

French, meaning portrayal or to draw any person or object, or thing. To make a portrait 

was originally to make a picture of any noun, person place or thing, in short, to draw. 

Leonardo Da Vinci reiterates this when he was that “Painting embraces and contains 

within itself all things perceptible in nature.” (Issacson, Walter, 2017. Pg 275)    

Later meanings of the word portrait narrow this down quite a lot, it comes to mean 

merely to draw the upper part or head of a human body.  A person came to be defined as 

an upper class person, especially a king. This is pretty clearly a corruption of the 

language along class lines. Kings were thrown out with the French Revolution as being 

unredeemable and corrupt.  Good riddance. It might be useful to see what, for example, 

the French Revolution threw out. 

 
Louis 14th 

 

This is a particularly ugly picture and ugly partly because the King does not realize how 

ugly and overdressed he is. I counted the fleur de lys twice and got 50 -52 of them. Since 

one would have been sufficient to say “King”, it is a very vain man who is posing here. It 

is the most disgusting example of conspicuous consumption I can think of. His sword is 

huge. His amount of ermine, taken probably from North American animal, is huge too, 



each black spot is a white ermine’s tail. There are well over 50 skins of ermine. He 

probably died of syphilis and he built the largest most expensive castle ever: Versailles, 

and did it by raising taxes so high that the average French person was sorely put to task. 

Not only that, but Louis 14, hated the poor and hated even more hearing about their 

suffering. He was totally indifferent to them. More than anyone else he was the bad 

greedy guy who brought the revolution on the ultra-rich. It is because of this corrupt 

guy, among many other reasons,h that the French Revolution happened. Peter McPhee’s 

book on the French revolution, Liberty or Death: the French Revolution, is the best one, 

Simon Schama’s  Citizens book is fancy far right garbage, trying to justify the 

unjustifiable, the aristocratic nobility.  The aristocratic nobility fail and the election of 

Napoleon in 1799 is part of this failure. The growth of the corporation is a long term 

effect of the effort of the nobility to seek a restoration of property rights. Hence the 

influence of the corporate world on art, and hence reactionary art critics like Schama.  

 

A review of the McPhee books says: 

 The right to democracy, political equality, social equality, the right to protection 

under the law, freedom of religious belief, and liberty of the press, all are as 

pertinent now as they were in 1789 and, as McPhee concludes, they “remain at 

the heart of all democratic political life everywhere”. 

 https://reviews.history.ac.uk/review/1975 

 The corruption of the portrait was further underscored by the upper classes in the 

person of Anthony Van Dyke, whose portraits are uniformly of European aristocrats. 

They are disgustingly huge affairs of effete, over dressed, often Royal personages, who 

one cannot imagine them ever being an ordinary human much less an animal or tree. 

The size of the artworks is so huge as to be only installable in a large stairwell or the wall 

of a very large house, along with other pictures of a similar aristocratic form and 

tendency. This is what happened in England for instance, and many of Van Dyke’s 

paintings are there. Van Dyke was a painter apologist for the idea of the ‘divine right of 

kings’, and for Charles I who was Van Dyke’s patron In England and who was beheaded 

in the English Civil War of Oliver Cromwell. Cromwell was leader who took over Ireland 

and installed many Englishmen in positions of power in Ireland when he tried to remove 

the Catholics and replace them with English overlords. This would, in part, result two 

hundred years later in the Irish Famine, which was caused largely by the English 

policies or the lack of a real policy to stop the hunger. The result was 3 million of the 

Irish either had to migrate of die, sometimes both. 

 

Similar to Van Dyke is Velazquez. He is also prone to making gigantic portraits of upper 

class people. One can see this in his Count Duke of Olivares, for instance, online in an 



images file. or any of his many portraits of Phillip IV. He wants to be one of them, the 

Royals, like any power monger at the time. I am not a fan of his need of power and 

sucking up to corrupt popes and kings. Yes, his Water Seller of Seville is a good painting 

though it stands out like a sore thumb among so many slavish canvasses done currying 

power. I wonder why he did this one, since it deals with a lower class subject, which is 

very usual in his work. He is a generally a court painter of the aristocrats. But I rather 

agree with Tom Paine, who wrote approvingly in his Rights of Man (pg 44) that 

 

 “ The French Constitution says there shall be no titles, and, of a consequence, all 

of that class which in some countries is called “aristocracy” and in others 

“nobility”, is done away”. 

 

Van Dyke and Velazquez are the biggest influences on John Singer Sargent’s (1856-

1925) Portraits, which also tend to be huge and overly florid. A good example of this is 

his the Wyndam Sisters, or a single figure of Mrs. Waldorf Astor, as an example. He also 

tended to paint the ultra-rich, who would afford his high prices. He is to be credited with 

giving up Portraits largely for genre and landscape in 1907, but he is already 51, which is 

pretty old at that time. He did glorified portraits of some really harmful men and 

women, such as the Astors or John D. Rockefeller. Sargent makes the ultra-rich 

fashionable, which is a mistake. During the time he was alive the corporation, which has 

done so much to ruin art, invents the whole legal fiction of the overstuffed corporate 

“person”. There is, in fact, no such thing. Even if his portraits tend to be beautifully 

done, which they are, they are still gigantic, idealized, often ridiculously elongated or 

over satiny. Sargent is said to have unrealistically painted people much prettier or better 

looking than they were.  The rich like lying, there is a liar in the white house now. I don’t 

like this much. 

 

One can see the long term effects of Michelangelo’s Platonizing tendency and oversized 

figures in all this. 

 

For me, I cannot help it-- I tend to despise all this and think it foolishness. The 

standardized portrait is mostly a man’s ego thing. Most portraits in oil one sees today 

are lawyers or doctors or some car dealer type guy, politician or whoever. Or the wife of 

the same or a woman doctor or lawyer. Usually it shows his/her torso or upper body 

down to wherever the artist choses, a head, usually prettied up, much better looking 

than the actual man, occasionally a woman. One sees them in hospitals or colleges, and 

occasionally a private residence.  



 I much prefer the historically earlier definition of portraits, which includes about 

everything that is a noun. Da Vinci would have loved such a definition. Drawing and 

painting are about analysis of reality, and reality consists of myriad experiences of many 

different things. This is the 10,000 things, which I know is used pejoratively by 

Buddhists, but I am not a Buddhist, and the 10,000 species is quite fine with me. I do 

not despise the world I live in, only parts of it, mostly those parts engineered by 

humans. The 10,000 things are what one should paint as “portraits”. It is a limited 

concept, though in practice it is infinite, and one that involves a sort of compendium of 

many things I have talked about throughout these many pages. I even like the variety 

and wild nature of many beings. So I have done this.  

This, for instance is a drawn portrait of a Minnow, about actual size. It is but one of the 

10,000 things, which should not be despised. I am arrogant enough to think this vastly 

preferable to a self-glorifying picture by Sargent glorifying John D. Rockefeller.  

 
Minnow 

 

I should say that I do not think I am doing a portrait even when I do a human being. I 

am doing a picture of so and so, or even more basic than that, I rarely think about what I 

am doing discursively. I just do it. Indeed this might explain why I am surprised when I 

see how much work I have done.  

 

 

Even when I do an actual human being, it is still about other beings too. In this case it is 

a portrait of my son, at age 2-3.  He is another one of the 10,000 things. But it is also a 

picture about the drawings on the wall to the right, which are real, the carpet, which is a 



flatweave, and our cat, who has died since I did this. I love the boy, the cat and the flat 

woven carpet. 

What follows is various pictures of my son, from age 1-10, roughly. Some are new some 

have been put up before. Though most of the ones that have been put up before are new 

version of them. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
My son age 2-3 

 

 

 



 
Almost Done with Diapers 

2012 

age 3 

 

In this one the two chairs are important. One is the high chair we refinished. It was a 

mess when he got it. The animal toys are also important. They make of the kitchen floor 

a kind of Serengeti Plain. He stopped using the milk bottle around this time, there is a 



picture of it on the wall. The other picture is a favorite one that my daughter did of 

herself wearing “tipped shoes”--- her word, ----and creating a rainbow. The kitchen table 

was a used old thing and we fixed it up. The little carpet near the fridge is one that was 

given to me for some work I did for an Afghan rug dealer in Berkeley Ca.  I made the 

frames on these two paintings. 

 

 

 

This is the painting on the wall in the above painting. 

 

 



 

Laughing before the teeth come in. 

 



 
After a Bath 

My Son age 1 or 2 

 

I have always liked this drawing. My son was just in the bath and he came out and sat on 

the kitchen floor. He is one and a half or two. Just began talking recently. 

 



 

 

 

This is a smallish watercolor. Good hands, good expression on his face, good hair, what 

is not to like about it? 

 

 

 



 

Picking Dandelions 

2014 

I have always loved this one, no doubt about it. If the reader has read other things by 

me, I have written about this one many times. I will not write about it again here. 

 



 

 

This is him in the woods near the Emerald Falls. He loves climbing hills. I only stop him 

when it seems dangerous. It was only a little dangerous here. 

 



 
Plugged in. 

I go back and forth about this tendency. I was “plugged in” to a much lessened degree. 

Indeed, I listen to very little radio or watch very little TV. I am not sure it is a necessary 

thing. It is mostly bad stuff. Commercials and advertising, as well as other junk.  

 



 

 



 

 

 

Only the one is the middle is not my son, I think. I am not sure who the one in the 

middle is. I like it though. The one on the viewer’s right may be my son. I like these three 

images together. The scans are a little blurry, but they tell a story here that is what 

matters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Doing a wheely 

 

 



 

Playing Violin, age 10 or 11 

 

I did his hand in the original drawing separately. There was not enough space to do the 

hand on the page I worked on. On the computer it is easy to join such things, in real life, 

without scissors, it is almost impossible to do this. It means cutting the original drawing, 

which is not done, as it will largely destroy the original. He complained about my 

accuracy while I was doing it. Actually I think it is pretty accurate. It is a good drawing. I 

like the space in it. It was done about a year ago, in sept. 2019-- during his violin class. 

He was going through concern with his hair, then and now, and I think I expressed his 

hair well. I like the violin and the hand, indeed, I think it a good drawing. 

 



 
Baby Wooducks 



 

     g 

After Rodin: Bronze age 

 

 

 



 
Milking a Cow 

 

 

This is from the series of drawings I did at the Cleveland Museum of Art. I did this in the 

Dutch section, form an artwork. 



 

After Ingres 

 

One forgives Ingres’ subjects. He was not great in how he went about getting aristocrats 

to let him draw them. But they are beautiful drawings. It is worth buying a book on his 

drawings: they are among the best drawings ever done. As I just said, one forgives him 

his subjects. 

 



 
Mallard Ducks, male and female 

 

This is the bottom part of my largest painting. I like this group of Mallard ducks feeding. 

It is a Portrait of them. 



 
Wind Blown Tree and Pond 

 

There are also portraits of places. This is a place that is very interesting and beautiful. It 

is now called the Tomales Bay Ecological Preserve. I have done hundreds of portraits of 

places.  A few others are for instance, Cuyahoga National Park, Point Reyes National 

Seashore, and Heroes Wetland. There are others too. Some of them are single works on 

a place or multiple works. The idea that the Portrait is in fact represented by nouns is 



accurate to my work. Peoples, places, and things. Notice that most of the portraits on 

this page are of my family. Most of the places I have done are in National, State or 

County parks. I have done a few drawings in cities too. 

 
The Hypnotist 

 

This is a drawing of New York City—a sort of portrait of the place-- done when I lived 

there. I lived not far from the Metropolitian Life  building. an insurance company. You 

can see it on the right side of the drawing. That is the Empire State Building, and more 

distant is the now downed World Trade Centers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/2016/06/15/cuyahoga-national-park-paintingswritings/
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/2016/06/15/cuyahoga-national-park-paintings-writings/


 I have painted a lot of things too. There is a page on Drawing Horses or Drawing Hair, 

as well as a portrait of sorts of kids called Drawing Baseball. Here, for instance, is a still 

life, with a little cup and an apple. 

 
Still Life. 

 

Here is quite a few of my paintings on still life as well as an essay about it. 

 

 

 

There are also categories that are works of poetry, Haiku and kids, for instance, there 

are also artists such as Marilyn Szalay or Marianne North, some artists might be entirely 

fictitious, such as Praxiteles. There are also studies of the Sun and the Moon. Birds, 

Violins and players of, self-portraits, alternative histories, A little history on the 

Minature of my Grandma at the Met, There are also an art show meant for the Cleveland 

Museum of Art as well as my drawings done there. There is in addition a philosophical 

and historical discussion of the History of Delusions in Religions and Modernist 

Ideologies. There is also my comments on Henry Thoreau’s unpublished book on 

Moonlight. There are studies on Cats and Dogs, Darwin, Trees, Music. Architecture, 

Oceans, Rivers and Waters, and Animals. In addition there are studies on Anatomy, 

Wildflowers, Insects, Occupations and some of these are upcoming or in process. That is 

to say,, I am still working on them. 

 

https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/2018/11/22/still-life-questioning-its-history-and-meaning-as-well-as-my-works-of/
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/
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https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/page/2/
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Red Dragonfly. I took a number of photos of this dragonfly, it was done from a few of the 

photos. I was thinking to do a picture of the Red Dragonfly hence the color indications. 

This was perhaps a year ago or so. I have not gotten around to doing the picture yet. 

 



 
Clyde and the 10 Inch Telescope at Cleveland Museum of Natural History 

 

This is the 10 inch telescope at CMNH. It is more a portrait of the telescope than of 

Clyde its main operator. But it is a portrait Clyde too, though done quickly and in the 

dark. Hard to draw this, under the nighttime circumstances. 

 I have even seen the Andromeda galaxy in this telescope, as well as many of the planets 

and the moon. I learned that one cannot see this galaxy very well. The photos that show 

this galaxy are all long exposures. What one sees in the immediate viewing time is a 

large diffused cloud. It is probably the biggest thing in the sky. Generally it was Clyde 

who showed us. It began with my daughter who looked through it pretty early. I think 

she was 8 months old when she first did it. I did this largely in the dark.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

This was a show of an Indian Dance on stage at CMA. I did this as they were dancing 

from life. It was also very challenging. They were moving as I drew them, and it was 

largely dark. The hand movements or mudras were very stylized. I would need an expert 

of this dance to decipher them, and that assumes they are drawn well, which is 

questionable. 



 
Playing a Game 

(A  little bigger than actual size) 

I suspected they were playing Mah Jong, or Maj, . I have never seen the word until 

today, I have only seen the game played, mostly by Jewish women in Cleveland Heights. 

It is a Chinese game, often played by Jewish women in Shaker, Beechwood and 

Cleveland Heights. This is at a café in Broadview Heights, apparently being played by 

non-Jewish women. I don’t care about this, it is just one fact of many that I recorded. 

When one draws randomly, one records all kinds of things one has no intention to 

record. 

 



 

 
In the Café 

2016 

 

This is at a café in Stow where my daughter and son went to have a Spanish class.  These 

were two random women one of whom was working on something on her lap top. The 

woman on the right is drinking a cup of coffee.  I don’t think they knew I was drawing 

them. It is a rare thing to do around here.  

 



 
Spanish class in Café 

2016 

 

I did this one from life over many weeks. It was a hard subject. It partially succeeds, I 

think. It is clear who the teacher is and who the students. It is not clear it is Spanish, but 

then how could that be shown? I do not know how that could be shown. It is a drawing 

not a recording. 

 



 

This was part of a series of plays we saw in Oberlin, Ohio-- and this is an actor on the 

stage there. They were good plays, in general. 

 

 

 
Couple Connected 



Indeed they are not connected except to their machines, not to each other. I dislike these 

machines though they have become part of our lives. Indeed they are forced on us , that 

is what I do not like about them. The I-pod is made by use of quasi-slave labor in China, 

Korea or Vietnam. Apple only pays 6 % of its total earnings to its employees. That 

means, as if people did not know, that nearly all the money goes to the top of the 

company. Apple computers is a Robber Baron all by itself. 

 

My daughter did not want me to do this or other drawings in public because I was 

invading their privacy, in her view. I don’t think I was. I should also say that she has 

since changed her views on this. They were all drawings done in public places. Indeed, I 

started doing drawings in public places in New York City in 1980 or so, maybe even 

earlier. I was only 23 when I drew people at Washington Square in New York City. I also 

drew at the Met in New York and I drew the views of large buildings on top of the 12 or 

13 story Rutledge Hotel. I lived there for a while.  

Once I went to the New York stock exchange in view of drawing the people there and 

stood up in the gallery area over looking the men, it was mostly, if not entirely men, and 

was disgusted by it. It reminded me of the galleries in the House and Senate in the 

Capitol in D.C. They are supposed to represent us, but with a few exceptions they do not. 

I could not draw there, not because they stopped me, I stopped myself. It was disgusting 

that they were so obviously greed driven. Most of the trading is done now by wealthy 

corporations and hedge funds which use expensive automated trading machines or 

computers to do their trading. It is totally corrupted and they spend huge amounts of 

money making sure they make money out of money. I found a little coffee shop and did 

a few drawings there. I rejected drawing Wall Street on my own. It was a protest against 

the whole business of it. I drew a few men sitting at tables being ordinary instead. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

l 

 

This was a concert at CMA some years ago. She was playing the harpsichord, I think.  

 



 
 Portrait of 17 year Cicada: Magicicada cassini 

 

These came out of the ground in great numbers in 2017 and are set to come out again in 

2021. They will be more west of here now as it is Brood x. which is a different brood that 

was here three years ago. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Portrait of a Coeleoptera, black. 

 

 

 

 

Deer Light 

Portrait of a Young Deer 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Dr. Yohannes Halllie Selassie 

Paleo-anthropologist at CMNH 



 

 

 

 

 
 

Another random drawing done while my daughter 

 had asked this woman to help her with her sewing. 

 



 
Red Eft 

 



 



 

 

My mother: painting done from life, 1974-75, photo my Dad took in Provo Utah in 1847 

or so, and a rose for them both. They look great in this photo. My older brother and 

sister tended to condemn him after he died in 1973. I can understand them but I take my 

mom’s point of view as the correct one. He made mistakes but she loved him dearly. He 

is very young in the photo, as is she. He just ran to sit by her from where he was setting 

the camera up. Mom’s dress was salmon velvet. It was orange-light-reddish. It hung in 

the closet for many years. It was a lovely dress. 

 

The portrait is one I did of her after he died at age 49. She was so sad then. It is a 

portrait of her sadness with him gone. He died. She was decimated by that. 



 
Rembrandt 

That is the Rembrandt on the wall behind her which he kept for many years. It was in 

their bedroom hanging over their bed.  I wonder why my Dad was so taken by this 

Rembrandt in particular. Maybe because he was never allowed to fight during World 

War II? Maybe. Did he identify with the Conquistadores? Not that I know of.  

The main thing in this picture is not the man, it is the helmet he is wearing, which takes 

up more than half of the picture. In Rembrandt’s oeuvre it seems a bit of a recollection 

of the “Nightwatch”. Of course I am imagining what was of interest to Rembrandt, not 

my Dad. It is too hard to imagine why he loved this particular picture. I asked him, I 

think, I recall him saying merely that he liked it. He did not go into why. The why of it is 



really what interests me. I suspect it had something to do with his dad. Six kids were 

conceived under this guys gaze. Why was it so important to him? I do not know. 

 

 

 

 

Mom at McClure’s Beach with Abalone Shell (1997) 

I think she was 72 or 73 here. My dad had been dead for 24 years already. I remember  

telling her “Dad has been dead for 20 years now”, back in 1993. She came to stay with 

me in Point Reyes in 1988. She tried to find a house up in the Willet’s area, but they 

were all too expensive already, so she was discouraged. She finally died on May 23, 2007 

at 81, nearly 82. She was north of Willets in Eureka when she died.  

I started the fire in the cremation machine that she was cremated in. That was in Arcata, 

where we lived then. It was sad to do that. I was sure she would have preferred to be 

buried in a casket next to my dad. I buried the small casket here at Knollwood cemetery, 

next to my dad. I kept a little of her ashes for a few years myself, though I returned them 

to the smallish blue burial box eventually, in the cemetery.  

 



 

My Sister 

I think I was in my teens or early 20’s when I did this. She is 4 years older than I so she 

must at least be 23 0r 24 here.  I was still part of her life then. She has no concern for me 

or my  kids now. 



Man Playing a Theorba 

 

It looks like a Lute like instrument, but the frets resemble a sitar, or a little like a small 

part of the Iranian instrument, the Tanbur. I knew at one point but have forgotten what 

it is. I saw this guy playing at CMA. I did a quick sketch but forgot to jot down the name 

of the instrument. Looking it up online a few years after doing this drawing, I think it 

might be a Theorba. That was a 17th century instrument invented by the Italians for 

opera. It is said to relate to the early Lute and the Greek kithara, according to some. 

Relating it to the Kithara is odd as they are both string instruments, which is about as 

far as the relation goes. One could say the same thing of the Spanish guitar, or for that 

matter the hurdy gurdy, which is also a stringed instrument, or the violin. The kithara is 

really a harp, whereas the Theorba is actually much closer to an adapted Lute. It is a 

Theorba, but the upper strings are not attached here, nor are there pegs to tighten the 

strings, as there would be. So it is being played more as a strait Lute. 

 

 

 



 
Me and Hako,  

me age 16 or 17 

 

This is a self portrait done as an aging man of myself as a young man. I used 

photos for this, of my dog too. 



 

Hako 

 

 

 
Mika and 4 cats 



 

 
Oystercatchers 



 

 

Oystercatchers 

 

The portrait I did of the Oystercatchers. 



 
Copy of Frederick Sandy’s painting in CMA 



 

 
My Daughter about a Year Old. 

 

 

 



 
Riding her Trike 

 

I remember trying to draw her riding the trike on the driveway. But she moved so fast 

the perspective was always changing do I could not do it well. So I took some photos and 

did this one from them. I like it better than the photos. 



 
You can see she is pushing him on the same trike, I found it in a garbage pile. It was a 

great toy. They loved it. This is really a portrait of a great tree. It has given us maple 

syrup and my daughter used to sit in its branches and read. 

 

 

 



 
Daughter and Son playing Violin. 

 

 

 
 

A little larger than actual size.  

 

This one deserves comparison with the one above. My daughter is playing violin with a 

Russian young man, named Roman.  He was good at it. I drew him and her a number of 

times as he was in her group lesson.  It is a good drawing of them both. 



 

 

 

 

This is a lovely start. It is unfinished. It will very likely never be finished as she does not 

really look like this anymore. This is why it is important to do something, no matter 

what. The time is lost otherwise. 

The right lens of the glasses is good. Her left lens will need correction. The lens is too 

low and needs to be a little higher.  As I worked on it, I have not decided where to put 

the violin bow yet. It looks like there are two indications of where it will go, eventually.  

Drawing is largely about such corrections, often a hundred of them or more. It is a very 

thoughtful or intellectual process of thinking about what one sees. 

The point on the waist ( called a “bout”  in the literature) of the violin is a little low on 

the far side. I am using my own terms for something here I cannot find a good name of. I 

like the shape or the violin in general, though it needs some more work. The shoulder of 



my daughter is only indicated, not near done. The shoulder rest on the violin is not done 

either, though it is begun. Her eye needs more work, it is now not clear where she is 

looking. Or what her emotion is or is not. Usually this is communicated through the eyes 

or the mouth. She looks a little sad or concentrated on what the teacher is saying, as far 

as I can see. 

  

 

 

 
 

This is an unusual and unfished drawing. There would have been the teacher in it too 

except I was stopped to the fact that this classroom was not what we needed, and we 

returned to the usual one.  What is rare is that all four people lined up in this one, or 

rather they would have been, had it been finished. 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Drawing of my Daughter Playing Violin in Class 

 



 

 
This one is a little out of sequence. 

 I like her hair in this one. 

 Maybe she is 10 or 11 here. 



 
At Group Lesson 

 

 

 



 
Playing 3rd and Outfield 

This is her playing baseball. The teams were pretty good. Her baseball career was ruined 

by the last coach who was a bad coach. He never shifted the payers around to let them 

try different positions, so my daughter was discriminated against, and played only out 

field and catcher. She stopped playing after that. When she was given a chance I thought 

she was pretty good. No one improves without practice at any ball game. These coaches 

sometimes put too much emphasis on winning. The play those that they think will win. 

that is very short sighted. Everyone should get a chance to play different positions and 

have fun. It is a game about fun, unfortunately they make it about winning. 

 



 

She pitched a few times, this is one of those times. 

 



 

 

She was a good hitter too. I do not remember who the girl is on the left of her.  

I think she is independent of this drawing. But I left her in the picture anyway. 

 



 
He she is about to knock one into the outfield and get on second base. 

 



 
 

Playing Catcher 

 



 
This is a composite of various young women on the baseball teams she was on. She 

appears six or five times here. 

 

 
Son and daughter doing Archery 



 
Horse Study 

This horse was lovely. You can see I enjoyed drawing it. 

 



 
Black Squirrel 

 

It took me nearly a month to do this. I am not sure I will do this again. I was paid 700 

dollars t do this and that is not enough. I was offered 10,000 to do a work for someone 

and turned them down. It is not about money. Indeed I often think that these works 

ought always to be kept from any currency. 

 

 



 

 

 
Tim Calhoun (1979) 

 

Tim was a poet who suffered from mental illness. He committed suicide. It is thought by 

some he took too much of his medications. I don’t know. I was not there.. This drawing 

was done in 1979 in Arabica coffee shop, which was quite small then. Tim kept falling 

asleep.  I drew that. He was a friend of a friend of mine and considered joining the 

Gurdjieff group. I was glad when he didn’t do it. I found myself unable to take Gurdjieff 

seriously. He seemed a sort of caricature of what as wise man is. In fact that is what he 

is.  My friend fell for it though, I was sorry about that. 

 



 
I like this picture. It was done in 1981 I think. 

It is done in Gouache on a board.  

It is of a woman I knew taking a bath. 



 

 

 

Hepatica Leaf 

 



 

Trout Lily  

(drawing) 

 

 



 
My spouse and her Plaid Shirt ( july, 2018) 

 



My Spouse Working 



 

Holding the Baby 

(Watercolor) 

2004 

 

 



C

 

 

This is more a “traditional portrait”, though I see that now, not when I did it.  I did it 

when he was two years old. In terms of month he was about 30 months. 



Indeed, I wasn’t even thinking to do this in advance. I took a picture of this and thought 

it marvelous so I worked from a photo and from life on it. 

 

 
Detail of After the Bath 

 

There was a global warming caused flood on the Eel River in Northern California and we 

lost all electrical for a few days. We had to stay in a hotel in Fortuna that night. This was 

there after swimming in their pool and sitting in their Jacuzzi and then going back to the 

hotel room and taking a shower. This is a detail of a larger work. Hey photos that form 

the basis of this image were taken in January, 2006. I worked on the painting for 10 

years at least. Indeed, I am not sure it is done. The face of my wife is much better than it 

was. 



 
 

Third Base Coach 

 

This last picture of my wife here, is of her watching third base. She was good at telling 

the young women or girls to run home or to stay on the base. It was fun watching this 

happen. 



 
Sperm Whale skeleton. Done from life. CMNH Nov. 2012 



 

 

Bones: anatomy of shoulder and knee joints 

The next chapter will deal with this in more detail: it will be called Anatomy. 

 

 



 
Severance Hall 

 

Orchestra: Severance Hall 

 



 
Kids in Orchestra 

I did various tries to picture the orchestra. It was hard to draw it all. There was too much 

going on and it all had to be unified in one mass.  



j

  

 



 

 

I worked on this a lot. It is still unfinished and far from perfect. (2019) 

 



 
Various Musicians in De Hooch’s CMA Painting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
This is a play in, done over some years. You will find a better explanation of it here: 

 

https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/blog-

violin-studies-2013-2020.pdf 



 

 
I think this is one of the best of the violin group portraits. They are playing the 

Telemann violin piece for 4 players. I enjoyed that and doing this too. 

 

 



 
2 Coyotes at Limantour, 

 (2019) 

 

 
Crying or Calling? 

 

 



 
 

            This is a closeup of a Tilman Riemenschneider Alabaster sculpture that is in 

CMA. I was quite taken by it. 

I wrote of this one here: 

https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/2016/08/30/doing-

drawings-at-the-cleveland-museum-of-art/#more-3639 

 

It is worth telling what I wrote about this sculpture here too. 

“This man tells a much more sympathetic story. It is one of my favorites in the museum. 

Riemenschneider is one of the most interesting of the Christian artists of the late middle 

ages. He was a master who must have grown up on the amazing achievements of Jan 

Van Eyck and the realism that made outward appearances and Realism so important.  It 

is certainly not a matter of lenses and political devices that made Van Eyck so good, but 

a thorough description of reality, paint stroke by paint stroke. 

Riemenschneider was amazing with wood and seems to have wanted to do what Van 

Eyck did in sculpture.  He did this sculpture in 1494.  It is a work of deep feeling for both 

animals and humans. It became  one of my favorites only as I was drawing it, as I could 

see how much heart and mind he put into it. He had knowledge of people and nature. 

https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/2016/08/30/doing-drawings-at-the-cleveland-museum-of-art/#more-3639
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/2016/08/30/doing-drawings-at-the-cleveland-museum-of-art/#more-3639


He was a sensible man in a corrupt time, the opposite of the monk above, who was a 

fearful man in a corrupt time. Riemenschneider got involved with the Peasant’s revolt in 

southern Germany, and refused to fight the peasants whose cause he thought was just. It 

is said that 300,000 peasants joined the fight of of those 100,000 were killed.  They 

wanted decent pay, the right to farm and hunt, to pay less onerous taxes and get back 

common lands stolen by the Landlords. All just claims. These revolts were the 

precursors of the French, American and Russian revolutions to come.  It was a just fight, 

and he suffered from it. This sculpture contains something of his notion of rights and I 

admire it for that. Riemenschneider was a decent man, and he was tortured and harmed 

physically and mentally by the corrupt aristocrats of the time. He largely stopped 

making art after his torture. They hurt him too badly. His concern for the poor, humans 

and animals is evident in this and other works by him. He is unknown and deserves 

much more attention than he has gotten.” 

 

 

 



 

Willy the Elephant 

2019 

 

This is a portrait of the male Elephant in the Cleveland Zoo. I don’t think that humans 

should keep such an animal behind bars.  It is a 13 ft. tall at the shoulder. I think it 

belongs in the wild with other Elephants in Africa, kept safe from human poachers, who 

kills it for the tusks. One day I saw him throwing a large log around. I could not budge 

the thing myself. It is quite an animal, more than most humans who look at it. 



 
Juncos 

 

  

Juncos 

They arrive here in November every year and come onto our deck. That is where they 

are in the picture. I feed them every year. We are their southern zone. Usually we are the 

northern people, but with Juncos, Snowy Owls and Snow Geese we are their southern 



area. Snow Geese, which I have seen on many memorable occasions, might be the 

exception, they keep flying past us and go further south. 



 

 

Nathaniel Hurd, Silversmith 



Originally done by John Copley 

copied by Mark Koslow 

aug, 2013   

Look up Copley. You can read about it here : 

https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/2016/08/30/doing-

drawings-at-the-cleveland-museum-of-art/#more-3639           

 

I like this portrait. It is true there are few formal portraits I like.  I tend to be very 

discriminating. It is possible I learned this form Sherman Lee’s Eight Dynasties of 

Chinese Painting, He taught me to honor all subjects. Maybe I learned it from going to 

so many museums in America and Europe. I might have learned it from reading all  

Vincent’s letters, or Da Vinci’s notebooks, numerous times. Or was I just born this way? 

Who knows? There are too many reasons I became the way I am.   

Of course one could say I am imitating the cosmic vision of Robinson Jeffers, or Walt 

Whitman. Would this be accurate? Not really. Yes, I read them and even liked parts of 

them.  But my rounded and somewhat odd relation to the cosmos is my own, not theirs. 

If there is a relation to the cosmos it is very early, long before I read either Whitman or 

Jeffers. It probably goes back to the early to middle 1970s or so. By 1991 I had gotten rid 

of the spiritual or religious aspect of this vision.  

Is Henry Thoreau important to me? Yes, no doubt. Does he inform this vision? Not 

really, maybe a little. But only insofar as he agrees with parts of it. It is the agreement 

that I was seeking when I read his Journal. I already knew what I thought. 

Vision of the Cosmos is an odd phrase: it implies a lot of study of Quasars or galaxies. I 

have studied them for a few hours or days each. Evolution of earthly things has many 

months, maybe some years involved with it. Much longer. I have studied many species. I 

have studied Darwin. I have been part of the natural world for a long time, many years. 

The evolution of the cosmos seems a questionable thing. Why this should be is itself a 

long story I will tell sometime. Maybe…. 

   

                                                                                                                                                            

 

 

 

https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/2016/08/30/doing-drawings-at-the-cleveland-museum-of-art/#more-3639
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/2016/08/30/doing-drawings-at-the-cleveland-museum-of-art/#more-3639


 

 

 

 

 Antonio Canova Sculpture of a Muse at CMA 

 


